In 2015, the Department of International Affairs: ISGS once more invites high flying executives from internationally renowned companies to present stepping stones of global careers to PhD candidates. These networking dialogs highlight the professional and personal competencies required in the industry, and give hints for assistance within decision-making processes. In the course of this informal meeting the young researchers will have the opportunity to present their own career plans and receive honest feedback.

Networking Dialog with the Technology Ambassador & Professor for Financial Mathematics, TU Kaiserslautern
Prof. Ralf Korn

**Date:** Monday, May 4, 2015, 5:30 - 7:00 pm  
**Place:** Building 36, 262 (ISGS Center/Meeting Place)  
**Language:** English & German  
**Participants:** Postdocs, PhD candidates, research associates & Master students  
**Target Faculties:** Mathematic, Computer Science, EIT, etc  
**Registration:** Registration only via email (until May 3) to: doktoranden@isgs.tu-kl.de > Subject: “Technology”

**About Prof. Ralf Korn:**

Prof. Dr. Ralf Korn studied Mathematics and Business Administration at the University of Mainz. He earned his PhD in 1993 and was promoted to professor in 1997. In between he conducted research at the Imperial College London. Since 1999, Prof. Dr. Korn has been professor for Mathematical Finance at the Department of Mathematics, TU Kaiserslautern. Furthermore, he has been person of the Rhineland-Palatinate Research Center (CM)², Head of the Department of Financial Mathematics at the Fraunhofer Institute for Technomathematics and Economathematic ITWM and since 2010 Managing Director at the European Institute for Quality Management actuarial methods and products EI-QFM.